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Session: BEYOND DGLAP (?)



  

Phenomenology

● Phenomenology is not having a list of processes in
your pocket that you need to calculate and then
compare to experimental data

● Phenomenology is a complicated effort to find unifying
patterns –even within a single framework of a theory,
like QCD– that will allow a much deeper understanding
of how Nature works

● Finding unifying patterns is not easy because you
have –still within a single framework of a theory– many
different ways of viewing things that serve well for a
given purpose but do not necessarily combine in a
straightforward manner.  



  

-Papa, what will you work on?
-QCD, son!
-Theory or experiment?
-Theory.
-QCD, eh?... What will you do exactly?



  

(Reply 1)

-Heavy Ion collisions

CERN Courier photo



  

(Reply 2)

-Precision calculations

Grigo, Hoff, Steinhauser, 2015



  

(Reply 3)

-PDF's

The PDF4LHC report, 2015



  

(Other replies ...)



  



  

(Yet another reply)

-Small x Physics (BFKL)



  

Every reply has its own language which is the
conceptualization of the underlying mathematical formalism.

Each language is not only a tool to describe but ultimately a
tool to think with (dialectics).

We should know the range of applicability of each language,
then we can trust it.

If two languages are applicable on some generic space, then
we might borrow elements from one to improve the other and
altogether our overall understanding.  



  

QCD

pQCD

BFKL



  

QCD

pQCD

BFKL

Key question: What is the applicability energy window for BFKL?
Is it at LHC energies?



  

What is BFKL?

● BFKL → Balitsky-Fadin-Kuraev-Lipatov
● It is a resummation program
● It resums large logarithms in energy
● It does so by using pQCD
● New degrees of freedom emerge (Reggeons)
● It has a whole new (actually, old) language and
different ways of describing what happens in a
high energy collision

● Why is it sometimes seen as an opposition to
DGLAP?



  

Key queston: What is te applicabilit energy window for BFKL? Is
it at LHC energies?



  

... Therein, in the section Conclusions it reads:

Key queston: What is te applicabilit energy window for BFKL? Is
it at LHC energies?



  

Outline

● Motivation (hopefully, already given) 
● Proposal of new observables in inclusive 3-jet
production at the LHC to disentangle a clear
BFKL signal

I. Kinematics

II.Ratios of azimuthal angle differences 
● Include higher order corrections and check
stability

● Conclusions



  

Mueller-Navelet jets (dijets)

Picture from: Colferai, Schwennsen, Szymanowski, Wallon 2010

Gluon Green's function (GGF)



  

Now, let us move to events with
three tagged jets

Gluon Green's functions

mini-jets

mini-jets



  

Cutting and sewing back a GGF
k

A

k
B



  

An event with three tagged jets
(detector view)



  

A primitive lego-plot (3-jets)



  

3-jets partonic cross section

Assuming that 
YA > yJ > YB  and also that kA and
kB are fixed we can write for the
differential cross section:

Starting point...
THEN:



  

The main idea is to integrate over all angles
after using the projections on the two

azimuthal angle differences between the
central jet and kA and kB respectively



  

Integrate over all angles after using
projections



  

Integrate over all angles after using
projections



  

... so that you can define new
(partonic level) observables:



  

How would an experimentalist
measure this*?

* Coming from theorists, this would appear to be more of a cooking recipe, apologies to
our experimental colleagues in advance for any naivety here. 



  

How would an experimentalist
measure this?

1. For 7 TeV, just pick up the data that were used for Mueller-Navelet
(MN) studies, for 8 and 13 TeV, pick up the data that will be used for MN.
2. From these data, isolate those events that have in addition a very
central jet.
3. Choose integers M, N, P, Q, e.g. M=1, N=3, P=1, Q=2.
4. For each event, measure the azimuthal angle difference between the
forward-central jets, Δθ1 = (θA-θJ-π), and the backward-central jets,
Δθ2 = (θJ-θB-π).
5. For each event calculate two quantities: 
num = Cos(1*Δθ1)*Cos*(3*Δθ2) and denom = Cos(1*Δθ1)*Cos*(2*Δθ2).
6. Calculate the average of num (<num>) and denom (<denom>) over all
the events. Divide <num> over <denom> to have the quantity below:



  

Now introduce PDF's and running of the
strong coupling to get theoretical
predictions on a hadronic level for

various kinematical cuts

We have used two kinematical cuts

Here we will focus on the asymmetric one:

 /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /   /



  

Introduce higher order corrections
and check stability

●  For the partonic cross section change from 

   LLA GGF to NLLA GGF
●  Jet vertex corrections are missing and need to be

   included
●  Use BLM scheme                                                      

[S.J. Brodsky, G.P. Lepage, P.B. Mackenzie, Phys. Rev. D 28, 228 (1983)]

●  Consider three cases for the pT of the central jet 



  

Integrate over a central rapidity bin



  



  



  



  



  

Integrate over a forward, backward
and central rapidity bin



  



  



  



  



  

Conclusions

● We use events with three tagged jets to propose new
observables aiming at disentangling a distinct signal of
BFKL dynamics.

● The observables are defined as ratios of correlation
functions to minimize the influence of higher order
effects.

● The stability of the azimuthal observables after
introducing higher order corrections is good.

● The measurement of the observables proposed here
poses no intricacies in the analysis of the data. 



  

Input from the experimental side is highly anticipated...
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